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Strategic Goals

High School Prom
March 30, 2019
Wizard of Oz
Create a stunning and unforgettable prom
Exceed expectations and caliber of typical dances
Transport guests to the wonderful Wizard of Oz
Maximize budget to provide memorable experience

We want to take your guests on a journey through the magical land of Oz as they make their way to 
the Emerald City.  When guests enter, they will make their way through the emerald grand entrance.   
Once they step into the venue, the walls and ceiling will be washed with emerald green uplights. 
Roaming Oz characters will greet, interact and entertain guests.  These characters provide a perfect 
photo op!  Guests may get lost on their way to the Emerald City in the haunted forest where 
towering stilt walkers are dressed as the haunted forest trees!  

Special lighting will be used to create the yellow brick road projected onto the floor of the venue.  
When guests take a seat at the seated round table with sparkling sequin linens, they will see the 
Wicked Witch’s emerald LED crystal ball as the centerpiece.

The hightlight of the prom will be the 12-piece live band keeping the party going and taking requests 
from guests.  When guests step off the dance floor, they can have their photo taken at the photo 
booth where they can select from several custom Wizard of Oz backdrops.  Several oversized props 
will be set up around the venue including the iconic Emerald City and Munchkinland.

This prom will be unlike any other as we transform your venue into the enchanting, magical, and 
memserizing land of Oz.  Your guests will certainly know they are not in Kansas anymore!



Roaming Characters
What’s the Wizard of Oz without the Dorothy, the Scarecrow, Tinman, and Lion?!  Guests will feel like they’ve traveled 

over the rainbow as roaming characters entertain throughout the night.  They are perfect photo op for guests and will 
set the stage for an unforgettable night!



Can your guests make it through Oz’s haunted forest?  They are sure to be wowed with the towering stilt 
walkers dressed in tree costume to make guests feel like they have entered the haunted forest. 

Stilt Walkers



Centerpieces

Just like the Wicked Witch’s crystal ball, 
each table will be decorated with a 

mysterious and magical LED sphere set 
to an emerald green color.  The glowing 
green light with add to the ozmapolitan 
ambiance and enchance the emerald 

theme! 



You can’t make your way to the Emerald 
City without following the yellow brick road!  
Special effect lighting will be projected onto 
the floor of the venue to make guests feel 
as if they are walking the yellow brick road 
with Dorothy, the Scarecrow, Tinman, and 

Lion!

Visual Effect Lighting



Who needs a DJ when you can have a 12 piece LIVE band!  To make your prom truly unique and different 
from every other school, a live band will play music, keeping guests dancing all night.  The best part?  The 

band can take your song requests!  

Live Band



Guests will enter through the grand and emerald entrance to begin their journey through the land of Oz!  The 
entrance will include oversized Poppies, emerald lighting, and of course, the yellow brick road.

Grand Entrance



The open air photo booth is an 
interactive photo-entertainment fun 

machine!  Your guests will choose their 
themed props, select a custom Wizard 
of Oz background, and create a unique 
photo keep-sake.  Not only can guests 
take home a high quality 4x6 print, but 

they can instantly email, text, or share it 
on social media!  See some of the 
possible custom backdrops below!

Photo Booth Includes:
Unlimited 4x6 prints

 Unlimited digital downloads
Wizard of Oz backdrops

 Props

Photo Booth



The focal point of the room will be the magnificant, eleborate, and glittery Emerald City!  This massive background is 
a perfect photo op for guests and will truly tie the prom theme together is an impressive and oversized way!

Emerald City



Munchkinland
As guests arrive in the land of Oz, their first stop on their journey to the Emreald CIty is through Munchkinland.  A 
series of oversized floral, trees, and decor will be displayed to create the feeling that guests are the munchkins!



The walls and ceiling will be washed with emerald green lights!  Uplights will be placed around the venue to make guests 
feel like they have stepped through the gates of the Emerald City!

Uplights



Sequin Linens

To complement the Emerald City’s magnificance and sparkle, the seated round tables will be 
adorned with a combination of emerald and gold sequin linens.  These high-end linens will 

catch the attention of your guests as they explore the wonderful land of Oz!


